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  آنچه که من انجام داده ام چیزی است که بر هر انسانی واجب است آن را در
 فن خود عمل کند. یعنی کوششهایی را که پیشینیان وی برای پیشرفت آن فن

 متحمل شده اند را با سپاسگزاری بپذیرد و اگر متوجه لغزشها و اشتباهاتی از
 گذشتگان  شود آنها را بی پروا تصحیح کند … و آنچه را در آن صناعت بر او


آشکار می شود ثبت و ضبط کند تا برای آیندگان جاودان بماند.

 ابداً خویشنت را محدود به آنچه قدمای ما به آن پرداختند نکنیم و سعی نماییم
  آنچه را که می توان تکمیل کرد تکمیل کنیم


ابوریحان بیرونی

۱۳ شهریور ۳۵۲ خورشیدی

۹۵۶ میالدی

استراتژی علمی در دوران طالیی اسالم (۱)
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 مردم دانشور کسانی هستند که اشکاالت و آشفتگی های آثار
 پیشینیان خود را در می یابند. پس این اشکاالت را برطرف

 می کنند و آشفتگی ها را سامان می بخشند. آنان با خوش
 بینی به کار پدیدآورندگان این آثار می نگرند و بر آنان خرده

 نمی گیرند و از اینکه متوجه اشتباه دیگران شده اند بر

خویش نمی بالند.


از مقدمه کتاب الجبر و املقابله

استراتژی علمی در دوران طالیی اسالم(۲)
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Classification of processes 
Stochastic Fields 



Classification of  processes (1)

1. Deterministic processes  

2. Chaotic processes
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Classification of  processes (2)
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1) Probability distribution function 
2) Correlation functions
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3) Stochastic Processes 
- Purely Random processes 

-Dependent processes  

-Markov processes
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To know more see: http://facultymembers.sbu.ac.ir/movahed/index.php/talks-a-presentations

Self-similar process

در این بخش الهام از طبیعت برای استخراج ویژگی 
های خود متشابهی در داده ها  و مثالی از حوزه 

ابخیز
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۱) سیستمهای پیچیده: مجموعه ای شامل تعداد 
زیادی اعضای غیرخطی

۲) قانون مقیاسی: یک تابع توانی
۳) سیستم فراکتال(برخال): سیستمی که توسط 
یک بُعد غیر صحیح توصیف شود. در حالت چند 

فراکتالی سیستم مورد نظر دارای تعداد 
بیشماری بُعد غیرصحیح است.

۴) سیستم نامانا(Non-stationary): به صورت 
ضعیف می توان گفت که واریانس وابسته به 

مقیاس است
۵) روند: رفتار غالب در افت و خیزها

۶) فرآیندهای تصادفی:؟

 

واژه نامه
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In recent years, extensive research has been conducted on the use of nano-
materials in various technologies. One of nanomaterial applications is in
nanofluids[1]. Due to the complexity of the movements of nanoparticles in
nanofluids, calculating the velocity of each of the particles in the fluid is not
possible, but using statistical methods, the average speed of particles can be
found[2,3]. In this paper, nanofluid were exposed to Gaussian laser beam, the
laser light is scattered due to the presence of nanoparticles. The scattered
waves in Fresnel di↵raction zone interfere with each other and create the
bright and dark areas on screen namely Speckle. By measuring the intensity
of the speckles and drawing the intensity variations versus time curve, we are
about to examine the following items: This paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we will explain theoretical background of crossing statistics and
its generalizations. Data description and experimental setup to collect data
sets will be demonstrated in section 3. Section 4 is devoted to applications
of crossing statistics on intensity fluctuation of scattered laser light through
a nano-fluid. Summary and concluding remarks will be given in section 5.
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Now F is a (N, d)-stochastic(random) field
In recent years, extensive research has been conducted on the use of nano-

materials in various technologies. One of nanomaterial applications is in
nanofluids[1]. Due to the complexity of the movements of nanoparticles in
nanofluids, calculating the velocity of each of the particles in the fluid is not
possible, but using statistical methods, the average speed of particles can be
found[2,3]. In this paper, nanofluid were exposed to Gaussian laser beam, the
laser light is scattered due to the presence of nanoparticles. The scattered
waves in Fresnel di↵raction zone interfere with each other and create the
bright and dark areas on screen namely Speckle. By measuring the intensity
of the speckles and drawing the intensity variations versus time curve, we are
about to examine the following items: This paper is organized as follows: In
Section 2, we will explain theoretical background of crossing statistics and
its generalizations. Data description and experimental setup to collect data
sets will be demonstrated in section 3. Section 4 is devoted to applications
of crossing statistics on intensity fluctuation of scattered laser light through
a nano-fluid. Summary and concluding remarks will be given in section 5.
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Part 1 
Stochastic fields 

Stochastic processes  
Random fields 

هرموقع که جنبه های هندسی فضای پارامتری مورد 
توجه باشد کلمه میدان بکار می رود در سایر موارد 

فرایند بمار مر رود
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Peak-Peak correlation function of CMB map in the presence of cosmic strings 3

Figure 1. A sketch for calculating two-point correlation of a
typical feature on a 2-Dimensional stochastic field. The filled cir-
cular symbols show the position of local maxima above a given
threshold value, ϑ. Two concentric circles have just been drawn
to show that in practice how the clustering of peaks is computed
(see text).

The number density of local extrema will be discussed
in section 2. In section 3 the simulation of a CMB map
using the most recent observation based on WMAP 7-year
mission+ Supernova type Ia + Large scale structures +
Baryonic acoustic oscillation will be explained. CMB map
making containing straight cosmic strings by means of
Kaiser-Stebbins phenomenon will be introduced in this
section. Section 4 will be devoted to our analysis and
discussion. Summary, conclusion and strategy of detecting
cosmic strings based on future surveys will be given in
section 5.

2 PEAK-PEAK CORRELATION FUNCTION

Generally, many systems on the nature behave in a stochas-
tic way. Therefore, to explore their relevant properties, we
have to rely on robust methods in statistical approaches. To
this end, there are many criteria proposed to discriminate
various stochastic fields from statistical point of view as well
as to quantify their nature.

The so-called two-point correlation function (TPCF) is
one of the powerful methods in statistical analysis of a de-
sired stochastic field. This method actually provides reliable
inference about clustering and excess probability of finding
typical features in the underlying stochastic field. Conse-
quently it became one of the most advantageous statistical
tools in cosmology and astronomy.

This quantity has been introduced in various references
from different approaches, so several estimators have been
provided (Peacock and Heavens 1985; Bardeen et al. 1986;
Peebles 1980; Bond and Efstathiou 1987; Lumsden et al.
1989; Davis and Peebles 1983; Hamilton 1993; Szapudi and

Szalay 1998; Hewett 1982; Landy and Szalay 1993; Fatemi-
Ghomi et al. 1999). This tool is also able to examine the
Non-Gaussianity of CMB (Tojeiro et al. 2006; Larson and
Wandelt 2005). Generally, estimators of TPCF is divided
in two main categories (Kerscher et al. 2000): I) estimators
based on counting pairs and II) geometric edge correction
approach. The central definition corresponding to the first
category which is used to define TPCF is as follows:

PDR(r) ≡
!

ri∈D

!

rj∈R

Φr(ri, rj) (1)

where ”D” means points coming from original data set. ”R”
stands for field in which the underlying features have been
distributed in completely random way with the same physi-
cal properties with respect to original one. Φr(ri, rj) ≡ [r !"

(xi − xj)2 + (yi − yj)2 + (zi − zj)2 < r+∆r]. In the case
of statistical isotropy and homogeneity violation, one should
write PDR(ri, rj). So the probability not only depends on
length scale of separation, r, but also on ri and rj as well. It
has been shown that all TPCF estimators give almost sim-
ilar results in small length scales and are encountered with
boundary effects at large scales (Kerscher et al. 2000). Here
to make it more obvious and for the sake of clarity, we are
going to present the mathematical frame work of TPCF and
then apply it to local maxima (peaks) of cosmic microwave
background fluctuations as a 2-Dimensional stochastic field.
According to probability of finding pair of desired features,
dP (r) in the underlaying field and that of in uniform or so-
called an un-clustered field distribution, dPR, one can define
TPCF as (Peacock and Heavens 1985):

dP (r) = [1 + ξ(r)]dPR (2)

In order to examine a 2-Dimensional feature space, consider
∆A to be an infinitesimal area element, consequently the
probability of finding a feature in this area is supposed to
be O(∆A). So we assume that the probability of finding a
feature (e.g. peak) in ∆A is ∆P = n∆A where n is the
surface number density of features. In addition ∆P12 is the
probability of finding a feature in ∆A1 and another in ∆A2

at a certain separation r and is written by:

∆P12(r) = n2∆A1∆A2[1 + ξ12(r)] (3)

If they are not spatially correlated, therefore ξ12(r) becomes
zero for all locations and separations. Therefore the mathe-
matical form of TPCF can be written as:

ξ(r) =
1

NpairsPR(r)

ND!

i=1

ND!

j>i

δDirac (r − |ri − rj |)− 1 (4)

where ND is the total number of features in underlying
stochastic field, Npairs is the total number of pairs. We note
that ri, i ∈ [1, ND] is the position of features and the double
summation over the Dirac delta here gives the number of
pairs Npairs(r) with separation r. Eq. (4) becomes:

ξ(r) =
Npairs(r)
nCrdr

− 1 (5)

where Cr is the circumference of the boundary of Ar and
dr is the bin size (see Fig. 1 to make more sense). Above
estimator is encountered with boundary effect in finite size
sample. One way to resolve the boundary effect problem is as
follows: one should use an extended window (see Fig. 2). To
this end, for each given map size, Θ1, an extended map with

Why stochastic field?

Theta

Theta

T

Initial conditions and evolution

r
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Evolution equation of  a stochastic field
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Now F is a (N, d)-stochastic(random) field
Suppose that F is a (N, d) stochastic field. The independent parameter

is N -dimensional parameter called T .
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= LjP ({F}; {T})
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In recent years, extensive research has been conducted on the use of nano-
materials in various technologies. One of nanomaterial applications is in
nanofluids[1]. Due to the complexity of the movements of nanoparticles in
nanofluids, calculating the velocity of each of the particles in the fluid is not

2
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 Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Equation



• Climates indices

• Disease:  Epilepsy, Heartbeat,

• Stock index

• Petrophysical quantities: GR, STT, 
NP 

https://www.kaggle.com/c/seizure-prediction
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FIG. 1: Time evolution of some indexes.
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Here F
fit

(s;h
xy

(q)) and F
obs.

(q; s) are fluctuation func-
tions determined by equation (8) and computed directly
from the data set by using DFA or DCCA, respectively.
Also, �

obs.

(q; s) is the mean standard deviation, associ-
ated to F

obs.

(q; s). Maximizing likelihood function cor-
responds to minimizing �2 for best value of h

xy

(q). The
value of error-bar at 1� confidence interval of h

xy

(q) is
computed by the likelihood function based on the follow-
ing condition:

68.3% =

Z
+�

+
(q)

��

�
(q)

L(Data|h
xy

(q))dh
xy

(q) (16)

The best fit value of scaling exponent at 1� confidence

interval will be reported according to h
xy

(q)+�

+
(q)

��

�
(q)

for
each moment, q’s. In the Gaussian case apparently,
��(q) = �+(q).

To make our results more sense and complete, we fol-
low approach introduced by G.F. Zebende [50] for so-
called cross-correlation coe�cient as:

�
DCCA

(q; s) ⌘
F2

xy

(q; s)

F
xx

(q; s)F
yy

(q; s)
(17)

and finally we report �
DCCA

= 1

s

P
s

i=1

�
DCCA

(q =
2; i). The �

DCCA

= +1 corresponds to prefect cross-
correlation and �

DCCA

= 0 indicates no cross-correlation
between underlying data sets.

III. DATA DESCRIPTION

The data used in this paper consists on adjusted mar-
ket capitalization stock market indices of 48 developed

and emerging markets, constructed by Morgan Stan-
ley Capital International (MSCI) and downloaded from
DataStream. We use daily index prices over the period
January 1995 to February 2014, corresponding to 4995
observations per index. The MSCI classification depends
on three criteria: economic development, size and liq-
uidity and market accessibility and divide markets on
developed, emerging and frontier markets (for more de-
tails, see http://www.msci.com). Our database includes
23 markets classified as developed, 21 markets classified
as emerging and 4 frontier markets. The developed mar-
kets are: Canada, United States (from America), Aus-
tria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Ire-
land, Israel, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal,
Singapore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United King-
dom (from Europe), Australia, Honk Kong, Japan, New
Zealand and Singapore (from the Pacific). The emerg-
ing markets are Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Peru
(from Americas), the Czech Republic, Egypt, Greece,
Hungary, Poland, Russia, South Africa, Turkey (Europe,
Middle East & Africa), China, India, Indonesia, Ko-
rea, Malaysia, Philippines, Taiwan, and Thailand (Asia).
The frontier markets are Argentina (Americas), Morocco
(Africa), Jordan (Middle East) and Pakistan (Asia). The
data are the relative price indexes for these markets,
where the base 100 was set in the first observation. In
order to illustrate the behaviour of those markets, we
present the time evolution divided by type ok markets
(Figure 1). In a very simplistic way, we can observe some
similar behaviour between some stock markets, besides
the di↵erences of scale. For example, in the developed
markets group, the Europe shows some ”synchroniza-
tion”, such as some markets of Asia, namely Singapore
and Japan. The emerging markets also seem to show
high levels of ”synchronization” or similar behaviour, es-
pecially in Europe and South America. It is important
to note the higher values of the Turkish stock market,
which may induce that this market had strong increment
on the period under analysis. Of course, this kind of
analysis is merely preliminary. In order to evaluate the
relations between those markets, it is important to use
robust techniques in linear and nonlinear terms

IV. RESULTS OF STOCK MARKET
COMOVEMENTS

In the previous section the mathematical tools to ex-
tract reliable information regarding the underlying data
have been explained. In the section we are going to apply
mentioned method on series.

A. Evidence of cointegration and causality tests

We tested the stability of our time series by regress-
ing it on a nonsignificant constant. The results indi-
cate the presence of structural breaks for all the vari-

4944 S. Hajian, M.S. Movahed / Physica A 389 (2010) 4942–4957

Fig. 1. Upper panel corresponds to the monthly sunspot number data set. The secular trend, obtained with a low-pass Fourier filter is shown as a thick
line in the upper panel. Lower panels indicate observed flux fluctuations of Daugava, French Broad, Nolichucky and Holston rivers, respectively. The inset
plot shows river flow for small scales.

an approach for analyzing correlation properties of a series by decomposing the original signal into its positive and
negative fluctuation components [62]. Based on the previous study, Podobnik et al. havemodified thementioned correlation
method and improved it to explore the cross-correlation between two non-stationary fluctuations, namedDetrended Cross-
Correlation Analysis (DCCA) [48] and its generalized, theMultifractal Detrended Cross-Correlation Analysis (MF-DXA)which
also examine higher orders detrended covariance [49].

As mentioned before, trends in data set may influence the accuracy of results. For reliable detection of the cross-
correlations, it is essential to distinguish trends from the intrinsic fluctuations in data. Generally, trends embedded in
measurements are of two types: Polynomial and Sinusoidal trends. Although the MF-DFA and MF-DXA methods eliminate
the polynomial trends, the sinusoidal trends remain [46,47]. There are several robust methods to eliminate the sinusoidal
one such as Fourier Detrended Fluctuations Analysis (F-DFA) [61,63], which is actually a high-pass filter, and Singular
Value Decomposition (SVD) [64,65]. One of the most disadvantage of the F-DFA method is the reduction of the size of
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FIG. 2: Upper panels show three petrophysical quantities, Gamma ray (GR), sonic transient time (DT) and Neutron porosity
(NPHI), respectively, versus depth recorded every 15.4cm at depth interval 3504.5m to 3946.8m for well #2. In these panels
the gray line corresponds to original fluctuations while the dark solid line indicates the trend fluctuation constructed by setting
wadaptive = 101 and K = 2 for fitting polynomial in each segment. The lower panels illustrate fluctuation function as a function
of scale for different series of well #2. The filled circle symbol shows f(s) for original data set. The filled square symbols are
results for clean data by adaptive detrending method with K = 2. Up-triangle and down-triangle symbols correspond to clean
data with K = 4 and K = 5, respectively.

spond to clean data with K = 4 and K = 5, respec-
tively. Obviously, the f(s) for original fluctuations has
not unique scaling behavior. This situation gives rise for
other sets of data used throughout this paper. Subse-
quently, one can not determine associated Hurst expo-
nent, then essentially, adaptive detrending or every addi-
tional method to remove trend in data must be applied
in order to find reliable Hurst exponent. Table I con-
tains the Hurst exponent determined by Adaptive-DFA
method. Our results confirm that all series belong to the
nonstationary process soH = h−1. This Hurst exponent
is necessary to set up theoretical prediction represented
by Eqs. (9) and (23).

VI. DATA ANALYSIS

In this article we implement multifractal random walk
model to characterize a reservoir by describing some fea-
tures of petrophysical quantities. As mentioned before,
one reliable method for multifractal characteristic of a
typical data sets is determined by evaluation of scaling

H #1 #2 #3 #4

GR 0.65 ± 0.02 0.86± 0.02 0.84± 0.02 0.92± 0.02

NPHI 0.80 ± 0.02 0.84± 0.02 0.76± 0.02 0.77± 0.02

DT 0.79 ± 0.02 0.81± 0.02 0.73± 0.02 0.77± 0.02

TABLE I: The Hurst exponent, H , of data sets recorded for
four wells of the reservoir at 1σ confidence interval.

λ2
0 #1 #2 #3 #4

GR 0.042 ± 0.020 0.200 ± 0.002 0.077 ± 0.003 0.040 ± 0.002

NPHI 0.023 ± 0.003 0.045 ± 0.002 0.028 ± 0.002 0.029 ± 0.002

DT 0.002 ± 0.001 0.004 ± 0.001 0.004 ± 0.001 0.005 ± 0.001

TABLE II: The non-Gaussian parameter, λ2
0 of data sets

recorded for four wells of the reservoir at 1σ confidence in-
terval.

exponent ξq from the linear state. To this end, Eq. (1) is
computed for our data. Upper panels of Fig. 3 indicate
log-log plot of m(q, ℓ) versus ℓ for well #2 at different

Z. Koohi, S.M.S.M., G. Jafari, arXiv:1507.07445
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- Solar irradiance data sets 
- Lyman-alpha Forest   
- Pulsar Timing residuals (Irregular)   
- Quasar absorption line spectra 
- Cosmic rays 
- Gravitational waves
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FIG. 1: Upper panel corresponds to a pure simulated
timing residual. Middle panel shows a synthetic pure
timing residual induced by GWB with dimensionless
amplitude of Ayr = 10�15. Here we take ⇣ = �2/3.
Lower part shows observed pulsar timing residual of

PSR J1024-0719 by PPTA project.

residuals with GWs modeled introduced in [6], in middle
panel of Fig. 1. Finally, PTR(t) will be considered as
input series for multifractal analysis.

C. Observed Data

Since MSPs have stable rotating behavior and pulse
emission, their timing residuals can be used to detect

GWs and in this work we use timing residual data of 20
MSPs observed by PPTA project [3]. PPTA is a col-
laboration between Swinburne University of Technology,
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Orga-
nization (CSIRO) Astronomy and Space Science Divi-
sion (CASS) by implementing the Parkes 64-m radio tele-
scope (PTA). The PTA telescope is located in Australia
at altitude of -33� and can observe the whole of inner
Galaxy. In this project 20 MSPs have been observed at
three bandwidths namely 10cm, 20cm and 50cm. These
20 pulsars have been chosen by satisfying some criteria.
Due to more stability of short period MSPs, observed
pulsars have short periods and are selected from bright
ones. Also these MSPs have narrow pulses width in order
to reduce uncertainties in corresponding TOA. Finally,
isolated either wide-binary MSPs have been selected to
avoid the e↵ects of companion star.
In this paper we take PTR series for mentioned MSPs

as observed data sets which are publicly available from
[107]. We have used timing model data explained by [3].
The name of 20 MSPs with corresponding rms and to-

tal time span have been reported in Tab. II. It is worth
noting that, several phenomena such as atmospheric de-
lays, vacuum retardation due to observatory motion, Ein-
stein delay and Shapiro delay can e↵ect on the TOA [108]
and they should be dismissed to have a post-fitted tim-
ing residual which is called PTR. Lower panel of Fig.
1 illustrates a typical post-fit pulsar timing residual of
PSR J1024-0719 observed by PPTA project [3, 107]. The
fitting procedure has been done by TEMPO2 software.
Observed data used in this paper are irregular and in
next subsection we deal with this property.

D. Trend and noise modeling

In real observational data to carry out parametric de-
tection, reliable statistical models of noise and signal
should be well established. A proposal for noise mod-
elling is based on denoiseing procedure carried out by
SVD or AD algorithms. Previously, we were interested in
removing the contribution of undesired noise modulated

on real data. Now we concentrate on PTR� ]PTR given
by Eqs. (37) in the context of SVD analysis as a model of
trends and noises. Also if we use AD approach the unde-
sired part of signal is represented by Y and Yoverlapp (Eq.
(38)). Therefore SVD and AD as well as internal part of
DFA and DMA algorithm are able to give a robust model
for trends and noises. Also extracting intrinsic functions
based on empirical mode decomposition (EMD) can be a
good proposal for this purpose [86].

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF MULTIFRACTAL
METHODS ON PTRS

In this section we will use MF-DFA , MF-DMA and
MF-DXA accompanying AD or SVD methods separately,
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Some examples
• 2D (2+1D) fields  (CMB, Rough surfaces, …)

Planck Satellite results (2013) 
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FIG. 1. Sketch showing the Monte Carlo modeling set-up
for an ion-beam sputtering. As described in the text, an ion
beam trajectory makes an angle ✓ with the axes z, and the
projection of the ion-beam direction on the x�y plane, makes
an angle of �

exp

relative to the x axis. Anisotropic direction
is perpendicular to the x� y projection of the ion-beam.

III. METHODOLOGY: LEVEL CROSSING
ANALYSIS

As we will explain, in this paper we are interested
in finding a criterion to distinguish the isotropic and
anisotropic rough surfaces, consequently, the level cross-
ing method will be introduced in the two-Dimensions
(2D) framework. In order to make more sense for further
usage we introduce level crossing method with following
steps:

Step1: Definition of variables: Suppose that for a
rough surface in 2D, height of the fluctuations is repre-
sented by H(r) at coordinate r = (i, j) with resolution �
and size L⇥L (see Fig. 3). It is not compulsory that the
size of width and height of underlying rough surface to
be same. For convenience, suppose that the origin of the
coordinate system is placed at the center of rough sur-
face. We assign height fluctuations by H(xi, yi), where
xi and yi demonstrate the coordinate position through
the basis vectors namely, x and y, respectively. In this
case we have �L/2 < (xi, yi) < L/2 for the square shape
of rough surface.

Step2: Preparing data sets: We cut two categories
of slices for height fluctuation in two separate and orthog-
onal directions which are so-called u and w. It must point
out that these two direction are produced by rotation
counterclockwise with respect to the origin of coordinate
through the angle �. For � = 0 the common axes to be
retrieved. To make obvious, we called the (1 + 1)D fluc-
tuations throughout these direction as Hw(�;n,m) and
Hu(�;n,m). Here n refers to the nth slice throughout
the w or u directions. The size of these (1 + 1)D sig-
nals depend on the resolution and the direction of slicing
of underlying rough surface. The upper panel of Fig. 4
shows a schematic of (1+1)�D slice of underlying rough
surface. If H(r) to be invariant under Eulerian rotation,

y

x

w

u

φ
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FIG. 2. Upper: Isotropic simulated rough surface for ✓ = 0�

and �

exp

= 0�. Moddel: An preferred direction for ✓ = 25�

and �

exp

= 23� exists for simulated surface. Lower panel
corresponds to simulated anisotropic rough surface for ✓ =
50� and �

exp

= 0�

S.M.S. Movahed et. al., MNRAS 2013, 2017
S.M.S. Movahed et. al., JCAP 2011
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FIG. 2: Left: Contour plot at some typical levels of a singular
multifractal rough surface generated by binomial cascade mul-
tifractal method with p = 0.22(H = 0.803). The right panel
indicates the contour lines of the same surface convolved with
H⇤ = 0.700. The system size is 256⇥ 256.

[34, 50]. Since it does not require the modulus maxima
procedure therefore this method is simpler than WTMM,
however, it involves a bit more e↵ort in programming.

In this work, we rely on the two dimensional multi-
fractal detrended fluctuation analysis (MF-DFA) to de-
termine the spectrum of the generalized Hurst exponent,
h(q). We then compare given results with theoretical
prediction to check the reliability of our simulation. Sup-
pose that for a rough surface in two dimensions height
of the fluctuations is represented by H(r) at coordinate
r = (i, j) with resolution �. The MF-DFA in two dimen-
sions has the following steps [34]

Step1 : Consider a two dimensional array H(i, j) where
i = 1, 2, ...,M and j = 1, 2, ..., N . Divide the H(i, j) into
Ms ⇥Ns non-overlapping square segments of equal sizes
s ⇥ s, where Ms = [Ms ] and Ns = [Ns ]. Each square
segment can be denoted by H⌫,w such that H⌫,w(i, j) =
H(l

1

+ i, l
2

+ j) for 1  i, j  s, where l
1

= (⌫ � 1)s and
l
2

= (w � 1)s.
Step 2 : For each non-overlapping segment, the cumu-

lative sum is calculated by:

Y⌫,w(i, j) =
iX

k1=1

jX

k2=1

H⌫,w(k1, k2); (7)

where 1  i, j  s.
Step 3 : Calculating the local trend for each segments

by a least-squares of the profile, linear, quadratic or
higher order polynomials can be used in the fitting pro-
cedure as follows:

B⌫,w(i, j) = ai+ bj + c, (8)

B⌫,w(i, j) = ai2 + bj2 + c. (9)

Then determine the variance for each segment as follows:

D⌫,w(i, j) = Y⌫,w(i, j)� B⌫,w(i, j), (10)

F 2

⌫,w(s) =
1

s2

sX

i=1

sX

j=1

D2

⌫,w(i, j). (11)

A comparison of the results for di↵erent orders of DFA
allows one to estimate the type of the polynomial trends
in the surface data.

FIG. 3: Upper panel: A part of height fluctuations of singular
measure mentioned in Fig. 2. Lower panel: The same surface
convolved with H⇤ = 0.700.

Step 4 : Averaging over all segments to obtain the q’th
order fluctuation function

Fq(s) =
⇣ 1

Ms ⇥Ns

MsX

⌫=1

NsX

w=1

⇥
F 2

⌫,w(s)
⇤q/2 ⌘1/q

, (12)

where Fq(s) depends on scale s for di↵erent values of q.
It is easy to see that Fq(s) increases with increasing s.
Notice that Fq(s) depends on the order q. In principle, q
can take any real value except zero. For q = 0 Eq. (12)
becomes

F
0

(s) = exp
⇣ 1

2Ms ⇥Ns

MsX

⌫=1

NsX

w=1

lnF 2

⌫,w(s)
⌘
. (13)

For q = 2 the standard DFA in two dimensions will be
retrieved.

Anisotropic surface Gaussian stochastic field
primordial quantum fluctuations

Multifractal singular and 
smoothed surfaces

dimension analysis and Minkowski functionals (MFs),
which do not require prior assumptions about the number
of regions or features in an image. For example, Rose et al.
(17) used fractal dimensions to describe the heterogeneity
found in dynamic contrast enhanced (DCE)-MRI parame-
ter maps and showed that the measured heterogeneity
could distinguish between low-grade and high-grade glio-
mas, a distinction that could not be made using distribu-
tion-based summary statistics. MFs have been widely
employed in cosmology as precise morphological and
structural descriptors, and used in the study of the evolu-
tion and morphology of galaxies and clusters of galaxies
(18,19). More recently they have been used as shape func-
tionals in neuromorphometric characterization (20), for
classifying normal and pathological pulmonary tissue
(21,22) and as parameters for the analysis of mineral dis-
tribution in hip fractures (23). We demonstrated recently
that MFs can be used to parameterize the heterogeneous
distribution of a targeted MRI contrast agent for detecting
tumor cell death and showed that this increased the sensi-
tivity of cell death detection in a drug-treated tumor (24).
We show here that MFs can be used with T2-weighted
images to detect the morphological changes that accom-
pany tumor cell death following drug treatment in the ab-
sence of any exogenous contrast agent.

METHODS

Drug Treatment and Tumor Histologic Evaluation

Tumors were grown by subcutaneous injection of 5 !
106 EL-4 murine lymphoma cells into the lower flank of
female C57BL/6 mice, and allowed to grow for 10 days.
Tumor cell death was induced either by treatment with a
cytotoxic drug, etoposide, which also induced tumor
shrinkage, or by using a vascular disrupting agent,
combretastatin A4-phosphate (CA4P), which produced
hemorrhagic necrosis in the absence of any significant
change in tumor size. Drug-treated animals received
intraperitoneal injections of 67 mg/kg etoposide or
100 mg/kg CA4P. Control animals were injected with the
solvent vehicle. Procedures were conducted in accord-
ance with project and personal licenses issued under the
United Kingdom Animals (Scientific Procedures)
Act 1986 and were designed with reference to the UK
Co-ordinating Committee on Cancer Research Guidelines
for the Welfare of Animals in Experimental Neoplasia.

The presence of tumor cell death was confirmed
histologically. Tumors were fixed in 10% formalin and
embedded in paraffin, and 5 mm sections were stained
with hematoxylin and eosin (Fig. 1). The fraction of cells
with fragmented nuclei (both apoptotic and necrotic
cells) was estimated using ImageJ software (National
Institutes of Health) as described in Refs. 8,25.

MRI

Experiments were performed at 9.4 T using a vertical
89-mm bore Oxford Instruments magnet (Oxford, UK)
interfaced to a Varian Inova console (Varian, Palo Alto,
CA) and a 45-mm-diameter volume coil (Millipede,
Varian). Multi-slice T2-weighted (repetition time
(TR)¼1.5 s, echo time (TE)¼40 ms, four transients per

slice, bandwidth¼100 kHz, field-of-view (FOV)¼35 mm
! 35 mm, data matrix 256 ! 128, slice thickness 1.5
mm) images were acquired using a spin-echo sequence.
The etoposide treatment group (N¼8) was imaged pre-
treatment, and again 24-h post-treatment, while for the
CA4P treatment group imaging was performed pre-treat-
ment and at 6 h (N¼8) or 24 h (N¼9) post-treatment. A
group of untreated control tumor-bearing mice (N¼11)
were also imaged twice, where the imaging sessions
were 24 h apart. A summary of the relevant information
about the different treatment categories is given in
Table 1.

FIG. 1. Representative sections of tumors stained with hematoxy-
lin and eosin from (a) an untreated control tumor, (b) a tumor 24 h
post-treatment with etoposide, and (c) 6 h post treatment with
CA4P. The etoposide treated tumors show widespread regions of
cell death, whereas at 6 h post CA4P treatment these regions are
more localized and smaller. Scale bar¼300 mm.
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Analysis of Image Heterogeneity Using 2D Minkowski
Functionals Detects Tumor Responses to Treatment
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Charles McLachlan,3 Michael P. Hobson,3 and Kevin M. Brindle1,2*

Purpose: The acquisition of ever increasing volumes of high
resolution magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data has created
an urgent need to develop automated and objective image
analysis algorithms that can assist in determining tumor mar-
gins, diagnosing tumor stage, and detecting treatment
response.
Methods: We have shown previously that Minkowski function-
als, which are precise morphological and structural descriptors
of image heterogeneity, can be used to enhance the detection,
in T1-weighted images, of a targeted Gd31-chelate-based
contrast agent for detecting tumor cell death. We have used
Minkowski functionals here to characterize heterogeneity in
T2-weighted images acquired before and after drug treatment,
and obtained without contrast agent administration.
Results: We show that Minkowski functionals can be used to
characterize the changes in image heterogeneity that accom-
pany treatment of tumors with a vascular disrupting agent,
combretastatin A4-phosphate, and with a cytotoxic drug,
etoposide.
Conclusions: Parameterizing changes in the heterogeneity of
T2-weighted images can be used to detect early responses of
tumors to drug treatment, even when there is no change in
tumor size. The approach provides a quantitative and therefore
objective assessment of treatment response that could be
used with other types of MR image and also with other imag-
ing modalities. Magn Reson Med 71:402–410, 2014. VC 2013
Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

Key words: heterogeneity; tumor; Minkowski functionals;
image analysis

Magnetic resonance imaging of tissue morphology has
been widely used in oncology to detect the presence of
disease and to detect treatment response by measuring

decreases in tumor size (1). Since for some therapies
treatment-induced tumor cell death can be correlated
with patient survival (2–4), a more general method for
detecting treatment response would be to image tumor
cell death. This could be used to detect response to those
therapies that have little or no effect on tumor size and
provide earlier detection of response to those therapies
that do eventually induce tumor shrinkage (5).

Even relatively low resolution images, such as those
produced by computed tomography (CT) or MRI, can be
a sensitive indicator of underlying tissue biology (6)
and therefore could potentially be used to interrogate
more subtle features of tumor physiology and changes
in this physiology in response to treatment. Such an
approach, however, requires the development of image
metrics that give objective and quantitative assessments
of tissue morphology and that capture the underlying
biological information in a routine and automated
fashion.

A characteristic of tumors is their heterogeneous
appearance in MR images, a consequence of their irregu-
lar and uncoordinated growth and a chaotic and inter-
mittent blood supply that leads to periods of transient
ischemia and hypoxia. The resulting areas of necrosis
and hemorrhage can lead to hyper- and hypointensity,
respectively, in T2-weighted images (7) and may also be
influenced by treatment, where successful treatment can
result in a change in the size and distribution of these
areas (8).

Various approaches have been adopted for analyzing
heterogeneity in MR images of tumors, including k-means
clustering (9,10), texture analysis (11–13), and fractal
dimensions (14–16). However, texture analysis and the
k-means clustering algorithm, have some important limita-
tions. Texture analysis requires a large set of image
parameters to be calculated with a subset of these parame-
ters then chosen and used to differentiate between tissues
of different types. In a recent study, where texture analy-
sis was used to distinguish between benign and malignant
soft tissue masses on MR images, only small differences
were identified between the two and it was concluded
that more data were required to confirm the value of this
approach (13). A number of variations of the k-means
clustering algorithm have been used in MRI; however, in
most cases, the algorithm requires prior knowledge of the
number of expected regions or features and, furthermore,
due to the fact that the algorithm has a randomly assigned
starting point, the resulting clusters may not always con-
verge to the same point.

More recent approaches to image analysis have focused
on the use of shape-orientated descriptors, such as fractal
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Figure 1. Left panel: an example of a slice through a 5123 dark matter particles ΛCDM simulations at redshift 0 (Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7,
σ8 = 0.92) in real space. The boxsize is 100 Mpc/h, the slice thickness 10 Mpc/h. Right panel shows the same field when redshift
distortion has been applied along the ordinate. Fingers of God are quite visible on that slice (see also Figure 3).

Indeed, the assumptions of homogeneity and isotropy of our observable Universe are central to our understanding of
the universe. This focuses our primary attention on statistically homogeneous and isotropic random fields as the description
of cosmological 2D and 3D data. These statistical symmetries provide essential guidance for the theoretical description of
the geometry of the cosmological random fields. Recent papers (Pogosyan et al. 2009, 2011; Gay et al. 2012) leverage the
isotropy of the target statistics to develop non-Gaussian moment expansion to all orders for popular and novel statistics
such as the above-mentioned Minkowski functionals, but also extrema counts and the skeleton of the filamentary structures.
This formalism, generalizing the earlier works (Bardeen et al. 1986; Matsubara 1994, 2003; Pogosyan et al. 2009), allows
for controlled comparison of the non-Gaussian deviations of geometrical measures in theoretical models, simulations, and the
observations, assuming homogeneity and isotropy. Nevertheless, 3D surveys are conveyed in redshift space where the hypothesis
of isotropy breaks down. Indeed in astrophysical observations, the three dimensional positions of structures are frequently
not accessible directly. While angular positions on the sky can be obtained precisely, the radial line-of-sight (hereafter LOS)
position of objects is determined by proxy, e.g., via measurements of the LOS velocity component. This implies that galaxy
distribution data are presented in redshift space in cosmological studies.

Figures 1 and 3 illustrates the amplitude of such redshift distortion as a function of scale. On small, non-linear scales, the
well-known finger-of-God effect (Jackson 1972; Peebles 1980) stretches the collapsing clusters along the line-of-sight whereas
on larger scales (see Figure 3) the redshift space distortion flattens the voids along the LOS (Sargent & Turner 1977), in
accordance to the linear result of Kaiser (1987). But anisotropy in data does not affect only cosmological surveys: this issue
is ubiquitous in physics: e.g neutral hydrogen distribution is mapped in Position-Position-Velocity cubes in studies of the
interstellar or intergalactic medium, and turbulent distribution of magnetic field are mapped via Faraday rotation measure of
the synchrotron emission (Heyvaerts et al. 2013). Thus, as a rule, the underlying isotropy of structures in real space is broken
in the space where data is available. Hence developing techniques to recover properties of underlying fields from distorted
datasets, anisotropic in the LOS direction, is a fundamental problem in astrophysics.

In this paper we thus present a theory of the non-Gaussian Minkowski functionals and extrema counts for z-anisotropic
cosmological fields, targeted for application to data sets in redshift space in the so-called plane-parallel approximation. Hence
this theory is a generalization of the formalism for mildly non-Gaussian but isotropic fields of Pogosyan et al. (2009); Gay
et al. (2012) on one hand, and the theory of anisotropic redshift space effects on statistics in Gaussian limit developed in
Matsubara (1996) on the other hand. The effects of anisotropy and non-Gaussianity are simultaneously important for a precise
description of the large scale structures of the Universe (LSS hereafter) as mentioned in Matsubara & Suto (1995), where
N-body simulations suggest that redshift space distortion has noticeable impact on the shape of the genus curve in the weakly
non-linear regime. At the same time the theory presented in this paper is general and applicable to mildly non-Gaussian
homogeneous and statistically axisymmetric random fields of any origin, for example for extending Velocity Channel Analysis
of HI maps (Lazarian & Pogosyan 2000) to account for non-Gaussian density compressibility, or describing cosmological
perturbations in anisotropic Bianchi models of the Universe.

As an anticipation, Figure 2 illustrates the importance of modelling appropriately the anisotropy on the particular
example of the 3D Euler characteristics of a mildly non-Gaussian scale-invariant cosmological field. Indeed, the theoretical
prediction assuming isotropy given in equation (38) below (in purple) significantly fails to describe the measurement unlike
the prediction proposed in equation (35) (in red). This suggests that in redshift space it is of great importance to properly
account for anisotropy. This will be the topic of this paper. Section 2 defines the statistics used in this paper, namely Minkowski

Non-Gaussian Minkowski functionals & extrema counts in redshift space 5

Figure 3. A slice through the horizon 4π halo catalog at redshift zero without (left panel) and with (right panel) redshift distortion
(along the ordinate). The boxsize is 2 Gpc/h, the slice thickness 40 Mpc/h. The area is 20×20 larger than the slice presented in Figure 1.
Each dot represents a halo colour-coded by its mass. Note the clear preferred horizontal elongation of structures in redshift space.

3.1 Statistically anisotropic density field in redshift space

In an astrophysical context, we focus on the statistics of isodensity contours of matter in the redshifted Universe. The
estimation of position via redshift assigns to a given object the “redshift” coordinate, s,

s = r+H−1
v · r̂ (10)

shifted from the true position r by the projection of the peculiar velocity v along the line-of-sight direction r̂.
On large scales, in the linear regime of density evolution, the mapping to redshift coordinates induces an anisotropic

change in mass density contrast (Kaiser 1987), best given in Fourier space

δ̂(s)(k) = (1 + fµ2)δ̂(r)(k), (11)

that has dependency on the angle µ = k · r̂/k between the direction of the wave k and the line of sight, and the amplitude, f ,
tracing the growth history of linear inhomogeneities D(a), f = d logD/d log a ≈ Ω0.55

m , (Peebles 1980). The main qualitative
effect of this distortion is the enhancement of clustering via the squeezing overdense regions and the stretching underdense
voids along the line of sight. If matter is traced by biased halos (e.g. galaxies), the redshift space distortion δg can be modeled
by a linear bias b1 factor (Kaiser 1984)

δ̂(s)g (k) = (1 + βµ2)δ̂(r)g (k) , β ≡ f/b1 . (12)

Depending on context, we shall use either f or β to parametrize the linearized redshift distortions, and either equation (11)
or (12) to generate maps.

In the mildly non-linear regime, the focus of this investigation, redshift distortions interplay with non-Gaussian corrections
that develop with the growth of non-linearities. Scoccimarro et al. (1999); Bernardeau et al. (2002) established the framework
for a perturbative approach to this regime, which we built upon in Section 5.3. In redshift space, the density field is statistically
anisotropic, with line-of-sight expectations differing from expectations in the perpendicular directions (in the plane of the
sky). We shall consider the Minkowski functionals and extrema statistics in the plane-parallel approximation, where the LOS
direction is identified with the Cartesian third, “z”, coordinate. As the first step, we extend the non-Gaussian formalism
introduced in Pogosyan et al. (2009); Gay et al. (2012) to partly anisotropic, axisymmetric fields, establishing several formal
results for all orders in non-Gaussianity.

3.2 3D formalism

Following Pogosyan et al. (2009), we choose a non-Gaussian Gram-Charlier expansion of the JPDF (Cramér 1946; Kendall
& Stuart 1958; Chambers 1967; Juszkiewicz et al. 1995; Amendola 1996; Blinnikov & Moessner 1998) (for a first application
to CMB see, e.g., Scaramella & Vittorio (1991)) using polynomial variables that are invariant with respect to the statistical
symmetries of the field. In the presence of anisotropy in the direction along the LOS, all statistical measures should be
independent with respect to sky rotations in the plane perpendicular to the LOS.

Let us denote the field variable as x for the density contrast and xi, xij for its first and second derivatives. These field
variables are separated into the following groups based on their behaviour under sky rotation: x and x33 are scalars, x3 is a
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Simulation of  topological defects footprint:  
Straight cosmic strings (2+1D)  

Kaiser & Stebbins effect 

SMSM et. al., MNRAS 2013 & SMSM et.al. MNRAS 2017 25

۴٣ استبینز کایزرـ اثر .۴.٣

ناظر به ریسمان چپ سمت از که پرتوهای مستقیم. ریسمان ی بر عمود زمان فضا- :۵.٣ ل ش

کرده�اند پیدا آب به انتقال �رسند م راست سمت از که نوری پرتوهای به نسبت �رسند م

١−١٠۵ < Gµ/c٢ < ٨−١٠ :[٣٧] گرانش رای هم ریز اساس بر نورسنج و اخترها تپ زمان�سنج

و LIGO های پروژه کردند[٣٨]، گزارش را Gµ/c٢ < ٣ × ٧−١٠ مقدار COSMOS پروژۀ ،

استفاده ،[٣٩] اند آورده دست به را ٧ × ٩−١٠ < Gµ/c٢ < ١/۵ × ٧−١٠ محدوده VIRGO

:[٣۵ ،٢٢] کَن اصطالح به وریتم ال ، Gµ/c٢ > ۶/٣ × ١٠−١٠ :[۴١ ،۴٠] موج تبدیل از

. Gµ/c٢ > ۴× ٩−١٠ وقوع[۴٢]: فرکانس تحلیل و Gµ/c٢ > ۵/۵× ٨−١٠

کیهان ریسمان�های که است �های ناپیوست و خیزها و افت اینجا، در ما بحث مورد اصل موضوع اما

واق در است معروف کایزر-استبینز١١ اثر به که موضوع این �کنند. م ایجاد کیهان زمینه تابش روی بر

که آنجا از است. کیهان زمینه تابش فوتون�های روی بر کیهان ریسمان از ناش گرانش رای هم نتیجه

با اجرام از ناش اثر این با آنها گرانش رای هم آثار بنابراین دارند نسبیت سرعت کیهان ریسمان�های

�دهد، م نشان تصویر٣.۵ که همانطور است. متفاوت بسیار شان که خوشه�های یعن کمتر بسیار سرعت
١١

Fluctuations on wave front of CMB 
during its traveling from lSS to observer 
due to accumulation of CS effect based 
on KS phenomenon 
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(a) Porous media. (b) Matrix-inclusion media.

Figure 1.9: Two excursion sets of the same realization with different level sets.

of porous media (see 4.2.1 in this chapter). By comparison, high values of κ lead to

meatball-like topology (FIG. (1.9(b))) where just several connected components remain.

These excursions, despite their very low volume fraction, could represent disconnected

media such as aggregates within a matrix. This last point raises the main issue of excur-

sion set modeling. In this chapter, solutions are proposed in order to yield high volume

fraction morphologies with disconnected topologies.

As the level set value has an impact on the kind of morphology obtained, both prob-

ability distribution of the RF and its covariance function have a major influence as well.

Among them, the correlation length Lc, fixing the length-scale of the excursion set, has a

key role. Playing with all these parameters gives a wild range of morphologies. But, in

order to manipulate these “objects”, tools that quantify them mathematically speaking are

needed.

In the next section functionals that measure both geometrical and topological quanti-

ties are defined. They provide global descriptors for excursion sets, giving a mathematical

basis for the main results presented in this chapter.

3.2 Measures of excursion set
3.2.1 General aspect

In order to specify a morphology both geometrical and topological properties have

to be considered. It has been proved that in a N-dimensional space, N + 1 descriptors

are enough to fully describe it. A large family of functionals aims to quantify those

Meso-scale FE and morphological modeling of heterogeneous media

Emmanuel Roubin Thesis, 2013
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